Introduction to Home Area Networks and the Smart Grid
The de facto standards of Ethernet and 802.11 Wi-Fi for home area networking should expect to welcome other players to the field. Home area networks emerged in earnest in the late 1990s and early 2000s fueled by the growth of the Internet. Now with the onset and development of the smart grid, other players are entering the HAN market where their key differences revolve around data rates and power consumption. The Internet and the technologies surrounding it are developed to move large amounts of data quickly through a network at somewhat intermittent intervals (e.g. graphics, music, video, etc.). The needs of the smart grid are significantly different; requiring relatively low bandwidth but regular communications. These differences open the door for other players to enter the HAN market.
Most existing home networks allow desktop and laptop computers to communicate with each other to share resources and often a common connection to the Internet. Granted, the types of devices on existing networks are beginning to expand to include media servers, televisions, game consoles and other entertainment devices, all of which fit the intermittent and high bandwidth requirements. Achieving a vision of the smart grid at the consumer level to allow homeowners to better understand and manage their energy consumption will require many new types of devices with lower bandwidth but regular and consistent data stream requirements. Devices such as thermostats, HVAC systems, major appliances, home automation systems, home energy management systems, lighting, gas meters, water meters, and electric meters will all be networked and communicating information that allows the homeowner to better understand and manage energy use.
There are myriad standards and protocols vying for dominance in the smart grid market. With so many devices needing to be connected to the network it is in the consumers and manufacturers best interests to identify the most worthy candidates and settle on those for purposes of interoperability, economies of scale and ease of adoption. We will focus primarily on three leading standards: HomePlug Green PHY, ZigBee, and IEEE 802.11n and briefly identify competing technologies.
Architecture
With such a diverse and large number of devices to be incorporated into smart grid networks, it is important to understand the technologies and architectural models being used. So how are we going to connect all these devices together? There appear to be two distinct trains of thought with variations of the HAN architecture as it relates to the utility. The first is that the utility, which has traditionally controlled the majority if not all the electrical infrastructure, will be able to control all the appliances within the home to better manage the grid. This is currently in use in some areas where consumers optin to allow the utility to shut off their Air Conditioning units during peak demand. The other camp sees the utility having access to a gateway within the home and then the consumer controls what happens in the home or delegates that to a third party. The authors favor the latter architecture. The gateway architecture fits well for both the consumer who is uneasy with a utility being able to control devices within his or her home as well as the vendor and manufacturers concerned with interoperability The HAN standards we will be addressing are often categorized into three bins, new wires, no new wires, and wireless. Each a category has distinct strengths and weaknesses. Though there is not a clearly defined best option it is certain the standards most likely to be adopted will interoperate with other standards. As would be expected, the leading standards are mature and widely understood.
New Wires
The de facto standard for wired networking is Ethernet. There really are no competitors. Most homes built before 2000 and many built afterward do not have Ethernet run throughout the house. The effort and cost of retrofitting a home or building with new wires is extremely daunting. Installing Ethernet or other wires during construction is affordable but as a retrofit it is often too costly. Speed, reliability and security are often the reasons considered to justify the expense of installing new wires. The demands for most HAN smart grid applications are between 10Kbps and 500Kbps 2 thus the need for speed is not a valid argument for installing Ethernet for smart grid needs though the reliability and security arguments are still quite valid. We will only briefly touch on Ethernet. 
No New Wires
Using existing wires within a home offers many benefits over installing a new network with all the inherent costs and frustrations. The two options that exist in nearly every home are telephone lines and power cabling. There are technologies and standards that exist for both types of wires but since one of the major goals of the smart grid is to monitor and minimize electric power usage we will evaluate HomePlug Green PHY which uses electrical wiring for data transmission. Another factor influencing our decision not to explore phone line use is the limited coverage of phone lines in home construction.
Power Line Communication (HomePlug)
HomePlug GREEN PHY (GP) is a low-power, robust data communications technology that provides data rates of 4-10 Mbps over a building's existing electrical wiring. The GP specification defines the media access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) for power line communications (PLC) in home area networks (HANs) and has recently been adopted as a profile of the IEEE Standard 1901 for broadband over power line networks 5 . A complete network stack is achieved by utilizing the TCP/IP protocol suite on top of GP. AES-128 encryption is used to ensure the confidentiality of transmissions.
Even though HomePlug GREEN PHY implements a subset of the functionality decreed by the HomePlug AV specification, GP and HomePlug AV devices are compatible and can coexist on the same network.
Combining the reduction with the ability to sleep delivers a 75 percent device power savings over HomePlug AV devices 6 .
Power lines are noisy communication channels with many occupants. In the low range of the frequency spectrum is the 50/60 Hz, 120/240 VAC, followed by legacy security and control system signals such as X10. Furthermore, wideband appliance-generated noise and induced EMI/RFI (e.g., AM radio signals) create problems. GP operates in the 1.8-30 MHz range, well above the power and other carrier signals.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing OFDM is used to spread the signal among 1155, evenly spaced carriers. Carriers can be individually muted (masked) to remove interference they create so as to not interfere with wireless services such as amateur radio bands. Each unmasked carrier is orthogonally modulated with Quadrature Phase Shift Keying QPSK to minimize the bit error rate. Turbo convolutional codes, a type of Forward Error Correcting code (FEC), are utilized so that receivers can detect and correct transmission errors, limiting the instances where the sender is required to retransmit. Additional robustness is achieved by redundantly interleaving multiple copies of the data in the transmissions.
GP network communications are governed by a beacon-based MAC. Each network designates a Central Coordinator (CCo), a station with the responsibility of setting up and maintaining the logical network, managing the communication resource on the wire, and coordinating with neighboring networks that use the same wiring infrastructure. The CCo issues a beacon every two AC line cycles. The period between beacons is divided into allocations that can be used by stations for CSMA/CA-based transmissions. The MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) consists of a 128-bit frame control block followed by one 136-octet physical data unit (PDU) or one, two, or three 520-octet PDUs.
Multiple HomePlug networks can coexist on the same wiring infrastructure. Each logical network is associated with an identifying name and one or more Network Management Keys (NMKs). Using the NMK as a master key, the CCo distributes a periodically changing Network Encryption Key (NEK) to each station in the logical network. Confidentiality of transmissions and enforcement of logical network separation is achieved by encrypting the data payloads of most PDUs sent in the logical network. Encryption is performed using AES-128 in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode under the NEK. The Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes are computed subsequent to encryption so that receivers are able to reconstruct corrupted transmissions.
Advantages
 GP operates over the house's existing electrical power lines. Any appliance or device requiring power will be attached this system.
 Data rates of 4-10 Mbps surpass the Smart Grid requirements.  The HomePlug AV and GREEN PHY standards have strong backing from major sponsors.  Unlike Ethernet, no new wiring is required. Ethernet requires monitored devices to have two connections: one for power, and one for data. GP requires only a single connection-the power cord-that serves both functions.
 Electrical wiring systems already extend throughout buildings thus alleviating the need, in most cases, for network extending devices.
 AES-128 in CBC mode ensures confidentiality of the transmissions.  FECs, while necessary, add cost and complexity to GP devices that the other technologies do not have.
 If not properly configured all networks within a building (e.g. Apartment building) will be viewable to each other.
Security Considerations
The HomePlug Alliance has done a good job of building security into the HomePlug AV/GP specifications. HomePlug GP uses a subset of the options available to HomePlug AV and thus has a smaller attack surface. As with many technologies the challenges in creating a secure environment are found in the implementation. Most devices have a Network Management Key from which all other keys are derived. Vendors often do this for interoperability reasons as it allows a user to quickly set up a network. The problem is then anyone with a device by the same vendor can also join, eavesdrop or inject data onto that network. Default NMKs need to be replaced by the end user. Another consideration is the pairing of two devices. In order to pair two devices there is frequently a button to press that activates a pairing session this session lasts for 60 seconds during which link keys are shared. An attacker no privy to the NMK as described above still has this small window to capture the information necessary to eavesdrop on a network.
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Competing Technologies
HomePNA HomePNA provides data networking over existing household telephone lines or coaxial cables. The most recent version of the standard has data rates of 320 Mbps. Telephone or coaxial cable outlets are unlikely to be located in proximity of all smart appliances and devices, thus giving GP an advantage over this technology.
G.hn G.hn is an ITU standard for networking over power lines, telephone lines, and coaxial cables with data rates up to 1 Gbps. While G.hn offers greater medium choices, the standard is immature with few manufactures producing G.hn-compliant chips.
Wireless
The ability to network devices without running wires has tremendous appeal. The wireless market has seen enormous growth in the last ten years. This trend is expected to continue. Wireless technology is moving from the corporate IT environment into industrial and smart grid arenas. Within these areas there is a focus on low power (i.e. 5 year battery life) and low bandwidth versus the traditional wired power with high bandwidth. We will address some of the leading wireless technologies competing in the smart grid arena
IEEE 802.11n
The first standard IEEE 802.11 was published in June 1997 the current version is IEEE 802.11-2007 8 . Through the years it has seen numerous updates and amendments. The most commonly known are a,b,g,i and n of which all but "i" are protocol specifications. IEEE 802.11i is a security amendment. The most current protocol amendment is IEEE 802.11n-2009 9 and will be the focus for this section.
Of all the different network IEEE 802.11 protocol standards IEEE 802.11n is unique in that it can operate at both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, it adds 40 MHz channels, and incorporates multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technologies. Like many other technologies (ADSL, PLC, G.hn, LTE, HomePlug) IEEE 802.11n uses orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) as its modulation technique.
OFDM works by spreading the transmitted data onto orthogonal sub-carriers. This eliminates cross-talk between the sub-channels thereby removing the need for inter-carrier guard bands. In other words it limits the interference caused by the data one is sending and frees up the space that is necessary to protect against this interference. Having more space available for data sub-carriers allows for more efficient use of the spectrum and increased throughput. The orthogonality also simplifies the design of both the transmitter and receiver; removing the need for filters on each sub-channel.
MIMO is the use of multiple transmit and receive antennas which work together to increase communication performance (i.e. throughput, range) without additional bandwidth or transmit power. The use of MIMO technology is one of the primary reasons for the increased data rates and range for IEEE 802.11n over IEEE 802.11g. The IEEE 802.11n standard allows for up to 4 transmit antennas, 4 receive antennas and 4 distinct data streams though most devices on the market do not reach the limit. Often a 3x3x3 configuration is used.
The IEEE 802.11n can be used in three modes of operation; ad hoc, infrastructure, and mesh. These are not a part of the standard and must be handled at a higher layer. There are many different vendors that provide applications to allow for these modes of operation.
The security of IEEE 802.11n is handled by IEEE 802.11i which is incorporated in the IEEE 802.11-2007 standard. 802.11i supersedes the previous security specifications of Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA). 802.11i is commonly referred to as WPA2 and uses the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) instead of the weaker RC4. WPA2 provides two main methods for accessing the network either through a pre-shared key (PSK) or 802.1X authentication. To facilitate out-of-the box interoperability for consumers, security is often disabled by default. Wi-Fi chipsets are inexpensive and appearing in handheld devices, portable entertainment devices, printers, barcode readers, and numerous other devices. Enabling security on these has introduced a challenge that laptops did not have; how to input authorization codes.
The Wi-Fi Alliance has provided various solutions to facilitate simple secure configurations through Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS). WPS can automate security configurations through any of the following techniques: personal identification numbers (PIN), push-button configuration (PBC), near-field communication (NFC) or USB. The PIN method requires the user to enter a unique PIN from the packaging or display of the device into a registration mechanism. The PBC method requires the user to push a button (either physical or virtual) on both the access point and the device to configure the security. The NFC method uses RFID or similar technologies to share information and configure the security settings. The last method is to use a USB device to transfer configuration settings between other devices. Security Considerations IEEE 802.11 has come a long way since the days of WEP. It is now possible to have a secure wireless network using IEEE 802.11i (aka WPA2). The most robust security comes from using WPA2 in enterprise mode with a backend authentication server to perform access control. Home based networks without the authentication server are subject to brute force password attacks on the shared key so the use of a robust password is essential. As mentioned previously IEEE 802.11n is still subject to management frame hacks that result in denial of service attacks and/or man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. The MITM threat is not generally a problem for point-to-point wireless using WPA2 but is more problematic for mobile devices that connect to multiple wireless networks over time.
Advantages
ZigBee
ZigBee is a wireless protocol developed specifically for low power and low data-rate communications. ZigBee utilizes the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for the physical and MAC layers. Like IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.15.4 radios operate on the ISM bands. Unlike IEEE 802.11n devices, ZigBee end devices are intended to be battery operated for up to five years on one charge. ZigBee attains this power savings through a number of design decisions namely: a simplified protocol stack, low data-rate transfers, shortrange transmissions, and wall-powered networking devices
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. The following diagram depicts the ZigBee protocol stack. The data rate of ZigBee varies depending on the ISM frequency used. ZigBee networks can be configured in either a star or mesh topology. The configuration will dictate whether ZRs are necessary.
ZigBee is used in a wide variety of devices; door locks, security sensors, load controllers, thermostats, energy management consoles and more recently remote controls. ZigBee is intended for low data rate, long battery life applications and is most often used as an electronic means to control physical devices. In addition to the core ZigBee specification, multiple standards exist for specialized applications in building automation, health care, home automation, input devices, remote control, retail services, smart energy, telecom services, and 3d sync. The areas most relevant to home area networks are building automation, home automation, and smart energy.
ZigBee Home and Building Automation focus on enabling smart homes and buildings that can control appliances, lighting, environment, energy management, and security as well as expand to connect with other ZigBee networks. ZigBee Smart Energy focuses on "interoperable products that monitor, control, inform and automate the delivery and use of energy and water." 14 These standards fit well into the HAN arena.
Beside the ZigBee specification the ZigBee alliance develops and makes available ZigBee Profiles. These profiles define the functionality of the device and interoperability requirements. The Smart Energy Profile (SEP), Home Automation (HA), Commercial Building Automation (CBA) are a few of the available profiles. Devices are designed and certified to meet specific profiles allowing the devices to be tailored to specific industries. Security Considerations ZigBee has a number of security capabilities include within the protocol. It is possible to have a fairly robust security posture with a ZigBee network. The largest challenge facing ZigBee is in key management. The standard allows for individual link keys between any two nodes in a ZigBee network. But provisioning keys on the devices, storing, rotation and revocation of keys are all existing challenges. There are work-around solutions but they all have their problems. For instance ZigBee allows over-theair (OTA) provisioning of keys which makes key rotation simple but the OTA provisioning is often done in clear-text which provides an opening for an attacker to obtain the keys. Another option is vendors can provision unique keys per consumer which works well for a large order but for small orders this becomes burdensome and so often the same key is put on every device.
Advantages
Another implementation challenge is that the ZigBee specification allows essentially 4 different types of security.
